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CANCER IS A FUNGUS
by Tullio Simoncini
Edizioni Lampis, Rome, Italy, 2007 
ISBN 88-87241-08-2 (244pp tpb) 
Available:  http://www.cancerfungus.com

Italian oncologist Dr Tullio Simoncini's
2005 book, now available in English, is an

attack on flawed, futile conventional cancer
thinking/treatments and a call for a radical
reassessment of the disease based on the
model that cancer is a fungus—specifically,
Candida albicans—and thus can be treated
with antifungal medicine.  The most power-
ful antifungal, as Dr Simoncini has discov-
ered, is both inexpensive and unpatentable:
sodium bicarbonate!  

Last edition we ran the doctor's article on
his fungus theory/therapy, and now readers
can study his ideas, therapy and treatment

results in more detail.  Dr Simoncini gets to
the core of cancer's pathological anatomy,
considering also the mind-body-spirit con-
nection, and rules out the "bluff" of genet-
ics, multiple factors and cancer statistics in
understanding the true nature of the disease.
When orthodox treatments like chemothera-
py give patients at best a seven per cent
chance of survival, there has to be better
way.  And a better way there is when the
origin and genesis of tumours is understood
in terms of pathogenic fungi.  

The Candida fungus is explained in terms
of its opportunistic behaviour, its similar
genetic structure to cancer, its constant pres-
ence in cancer tumours and the phenomenon
of metastasis.  Dr Simoncini outlines his
many years of oncological research and his
therapy using sodium bicarbonate as a logi-
cal solution to the cancer problem.  He gives
examples of specific bicarb soda therapies
to treat cancers of the pharynx, stomach,
liver, abdomen, intestines, spleen, pancreas,
bladder, prostate, brain, lung, breast, skin
and more.  Plus, he addresses the arguably
more intractable problems of dealing with
conformist medical practices, politics and

economics that prevent a simple, cheap ther-
apy from reaching the masses.  

Dr Simoncini sounds a passionate rallying
cry for an effort of association, cooperation
and even "spiritual complicity" to dismantle
the mistakes and lies of orthodox cancer
thinking and treatment and to shed light on
appropriate structures and equipment that
can restore hope to millions around the
world.  The clinical case studies bear wit-
ness in this most promising, accessible
answer to cancer. 

AETHER:  The Transcript
by various contributors
Pathway (Initiatives) Ltd, Tring, UK, 2006 
ISBN 0-900034-10-7 (222pp tpb) 
Available:  http://www.aetheraware.org

Einstein may have put the dampener on
the aether, but over a century later

thinkers from all walks of life are part of a
new awareness of the aether—a concept that
goes back at least to the ancient Greeks.  

This compilation, a transcript of eight
hours of interviews (also available on CD-
ROM), brings together engineers, scientists,
ecologists, healing practitioners and artists
with their views on this concept which, to
some, is so tangible that it constitutes the
substrate, the matrix, of our physical reality
and to others is the stuff of aetheric realms.
It's safe to say that the aether is understood
in many cultures by different names, and
there are diverse ideas held about it.  

The brains and narrator behind this UK-
based project, with interviews recorded in
2004–06, is producer Michael Finesilver,
and the commentators include electrical
engineer/scientist Nick Thomas, biologist/
ecologist Margaret Colquhoun, physicist Ian
Thompson, biologist Brian Goodwin, actor/
esotericist Patrick Dixon, Scientific and
Medical Network program director David
Lorimer, healer/clairvoyant Yiannis Pittis,
sculptor/Flowforms inventor John Wilkes
and more.  A substantial section comprises
"The Engineer's Report", where Thomas
engages with contributors on the deeply rel-
evant question, "What's Missing that Makes
Science Such a Turn-off?"  Turning the
tables on scientific basics, these specialists
discuss polarity, consciousness, light/dark,
levity/gravity, chaos/cosmos against the
backdrop of the aether.  

In the "bigger picture" discussion, this
ancient idea is interpreted in terms of mod-
ern struggles.  The central tenets are to see
the aether as a pre-physical matrix for new
forms, and regard knowledge as power—for
if ideas and thoughts are real, then the aether
is real.  There are many gems for the seri-
ous, the practical and the imaginative alike. 

REVIEWS Constipation or Diarrhoea?
Bloating & Gas;  Allerg i e s ?
I t chy Nose, Ears or Anu s ?

C r avings (esp. Sugar)?
M u s cle & Joint Pa i n ?
L e t h a rgy & Fa t i g u e ?

I r r i t a ble Bow e l ?
O v e r w e i g h t ?

In most cases these symptoms are related to
intestinal parasites and chronic bowel and
colon problems.
Now you can use a powder combining fibre +
17 herbs that may aid in the expulsion of
parasites whilst gently detoxing and
conditioning the bowel.

FREE CD + BOOKLET
Transit time of food in the digestive should be
18 - 24 hours, longer and food ferments, then
putrifies, leaching toxins into the blood - the
foundation of many diseases.
It's estimated that over 80% of the population
may be infested with parasites that make your
body their home, stealing your nutrients,
drinking your blood, taking your energy and
excreting their faeces into your system.
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M I S D I AG N O S E D ?

What Have Your
STEM CELLS
done for you lately

(Did'nt know you HAD stem
cells? You're not alone)

ADULT STEM CELLS
are the BEST - KEPT
SECRET in today's

wellness.

STEM ENHANCE
a concentrated natural

aquabotanical extract that
wakes up your body's stem
cells and puts them to work!

60 VEGIE CAPS -- $67.50

AVAILABLE NOW FROM
WHOLISTIC HEALTH
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Ph: 07 4038 2064
www.wholisticproducts.com


